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EJ-TECHNOLOGIES LAUNCHES INSTALL4J,
A JAVA CROSS PLATFORM INSTALLER

INSTALL4J: a Deployment Tool that Makes Java Applications First Class Citizens on All Major Platforms

Munich, Germany, June 16, 2003 – ej-technologies GmbH launched today install4j 1.0, a Java cross platform installer that helps software developers to deploy their applications in a platform-specific way. install4j creates native application launchers and media files for Microsoft Windows, Linux, Mac OS X and Unix. install4j is available worldwide immediately.

“Unlike other tools, install4j doesn’t force one type of installer onto different platforms.” said Dr. Ingo Kegel, CEO of ej-technologies. “Most Windows users want a setup executable while most Linux users want an RPM archive. That’s something a Java application developer can’t ignore.”

The full array of features integrated in install4j makes this product an ideal choice for Java developers who deploy their applications on several platforms. install4j itself runs on a large number of platforms and integrates well with automated build processes.

install4j offers the following features:

- creation of a customized distribution tree
- Java application launchers with support for redirection, flexible class path construction, native libraries
- Dynamic JRE/JDK finder and easy JRE bundling
- Customizable and controllable splash screens
- Generation of Windows setup executables
- Generation of Linux RPM archives
- Generation of Mac OS application bundles
- Generation of Unix archives
- Command line compiler
- Integration into Apache ANT
- Intuitive graphical user interface
For more information on ej-technologies and install4j and to download a trial version, please visit [http://www.ej-technologies.com](http://www.ej-technologies.com)

**About ej-technologies:**
ej-technologies GmbH was founded in 2001 as a privately held company and specializes in solutions that help programmers make the most of their own applications. With its focused expertise in areas of performance, security and deployment, ej-technologies is developing the next generation of enterprise development tools.
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